
Automated Information Extraction out ofClassi�ed Advertisements?Ramón Aragüés Peleato, Jean-Cédric Chappelier and Martin RajmanComputer Science Dep. � Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL) � LausanneAbstract. This paper presents an information extraction system thatprocesses the textual content of classi�ed newspaper advertisements inFrench. The system uses both lexical (words, regular expressions) andcontextual information to structure the content of the ads on the ba-sis of prede�ned thematic forms. The paper �rst describes the enhancedtagging mechanism used for extraction. A quantitative evaluation of thesystem is then provided: scores of 99.0% precision/99.8% recall for do-main identi�cation and 73% accuracy for information extraction wereachieved, on the basis of a comparison with human annotators.1 IntroductionThe work reported in this paper has been carried out in the context of thedevelopment of a system able to automatically extract and structure informationfrom the textual content of newspaper advertisements. The system consists ofthree modules, as summarized in �gure 1:1. The task of the �rst module is to classify advertisements into a priori knownclasses (real estate, vehicles, employment or other). This step is needed toidentify which thematic form has to be associated with the advertisement,and then used to guide the information extraction process. Classi�cationis performed using a mixture of a naive Bayes classi�er and a form-basedclassi�er developed in our laboratory [15]. An evaluation on a test collectionof 2,856 manually classi�ed ads produced the very satisfying scores of 99.8%recall and 99.0% precision.2. The task of the second module, which represents the main focus of this paper,consists in tagging (i.e. labelling) the textual content of the advertisement,in order to identify the information units that have to be extracted to �llin the slots of the associated form. Tagging is achieved by using specializedlexica, regular expressions, word spotting techniques and relative positionanalysis as described in the following sections.3. Finally, the structuring module is in charge of transforming the tagged textinto structured data (i.e. a �lled form). This involves extracting the tagged? Appears in 5th International Conference on Applications of Natural Language toInformation Systems (NLDB'2000), Versailles (France), june 2000.
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Fig. 1. Global architecture of the system for automatic processing of newspaper adver-tisements.textual units, standardizing formulations1, removing inappropriate punctu-ation, transforming abbreviations, etc. In the current system, this moduleremains quite simple as the tags used in step 2 closely correspond to theslots present in the associated forms.The tagging phase can be further decomposed in the following steps:� Labelling known entities (words, compounds, expressions) using specializedlexica and regular expressions (section 2).� Identifying the nature of the information that is expressed by the textualunits that have not been tagged in the �rst step (section 3). This is achievedthrough:1. segmentation based on punctuation and prepositions;2. word spotting in each segment (subsection 3.1);3. contextual tagging using the relative position of the units with relationto already tagged segments (subsection 3.2).Notice that the design methodology used for our system is di�erent from typ-ical Information Extraction approaches [9] in the sense that, instead of tryingto �nd some speci�c information in a whole document, it rather tries to identifythe nature of the information expressed by each single piece of the text. In addi-tion, the general strategy used by traditional systems [1, 8] consists in searching1 for example, using the same format for all price indications.



trigger words and then analyzing their context, while our system �rst segmentsusing known entities and then analyzes the unknown segments with positionaltechniques and trigger words. Another speci�city of our system is the averagelength of the processed documents: advertisements are generally short and veryconcise.2 Tagging with Lexica and Regular ExpressionsAs already mentioned, the �rst step necessary to extract information from ad-vertisements and �ll in the automatically associated forms consists in taggingthe advertisements for known entities using both specialized lexica and regularexpressions [7].2.1 LexiconLexicon-based tagging simply consists in searching the text for entries containedin an a priori build lexicon. This lexicon may contain general words (e.g. camion[truck]), speci�c words (e.g. airbag), compounds (e.g. pneus d'hiver [winter tires])and expressions (e.g. libre de suite [vacant immediately]) associated with iden-ti�cation labels (e.g. label such as ville [city] for the word Paris). Elementsin the advertisement are tagged with the corresponding label only if they arenon-ambiguous in the lexicon (i.e. associated with only one single label).The tagging lexicon used in our system was created on the basis of a prelim-inary lexical study of a corpus of 10,700 advertisements, spread over 8 years2. Afrequency analysis of the vocabulary was performed to serve as a guideline forthe creation of the lexicon. For this analysis, a general purpose French lexiconcontaining more than 550,000 word forms (84,000 lemmas) was used and thefollowing two questions were addressed:1. what is the overall orthographic quality of the advertisements? The answerto this question determines whether an e�cient spelling checker needs to beintegrated in the system.2. what is the proportion of speci�c vocabulary (i.e. vocabulary that is fre-quently used in advertisements but unknown to the general purpose lexi-con)?To answer these questions, the following table was built for the identi�edout-of-vocabulary forms (7270, 38.8% of the vocabulary):rare forms frequent formsCorrected short 501 (2.7% of voc.) 514 (2.7% of voc.)long 1038 (5.5% of voc.)Not corrected 4170 (22.3% of voc.) 1047 (5.6% of voc.)2 The total vocabulary contained in that corpus was of 18,720 words. Words had anaverage frequency of 22 and advertisements had an average length of 37 words.



Rare forms are the forms3 that appeared less than 3 times in the corpus.Corrected forms refer to forms that accept a one spelling error correction4 inthe general purpose lexicon (short/long refers to the number of characters in theform, short standing for less than or equal to 4 characters).To interpret the above table, the following hypotheses were used� frequent out-of-vocabulary forms that are not corrected correspond to in-stances of the speci�c vocabulary for the advertisements;� frequent forms that can be corrected should be carefully analyzed as theymight either correspond to systematic errors (frequent) or speci�c vocabularythat incidentally also corresponds to a correction that belongs to the generalpurpose vocabulary;� rare and corrected forms may possibly be spelling errors. This has to bemoderated by the length of the form as short forms more easily produce onespelling error corrections in a general purpose lexicon. We therefore decidedto only trust corrections for forms with length greater than 4. Short rareforms are ignored, even if they have a correction in the general purposelexicon.5� rare and uncorrected forms are ignored as they concern infrequent phenom-ena for which not enough information is available.With such interpretation rule the table can then be summarized as:rare forms frequent formsCorrected short ignored manual processinglong spelling errorsNot corrected ignored speci�c voc.The above results therefore indicate that the corpus is of good orthographicquality (38.8% of out-of-vocabulary forms among which only 5.5% can reasonablyconsidered as errors)6 and contains a quite high ratio of speci�c forms (5.6% ofidenti�ed speci�c vocabulary and 25%7 of ignored forms mainly due to rare(personal) abbreviations).The lexical study was also a good starting point for the creation of the tag-ging lexicon: �rst of all, many of the frequent unknown words were directlyintroduced into the lexicon, thus improving its coverage; but, most of all, all thenew words identi�ed were good indicators of what was the kind of vocabularythat can be found in newspapers advertisements. Therefore, when a word cor-responding to a label was added to the lexicon (e.g. Paris being a city), several3 i.e. tokens resulting from a French tokenizer, most often words.4 a "one spelling error correction" is any form in the lexicon that is at an edit distanceequal to 1 from the considered out-of-vocabulary form.5 This choice is sensible if the orthographic quality of the corpus is good, as it was thecase for us.6 This was not surprising as we were dealing with proof-read newspapers advertise-ments. The results would certainly have been di�erent if dealing with Internet ad-vertisements.7 22.3% + 2.7%



other words corresponding to the same label (e.g. all cities in the consideredcountry) were also added. These other words have been extracted from severaldi�erent sources, mainly Internet public lists. However, a large amount of timeneeded to be devoted to the validation/correction of these other sources of in-formation. Approximately 45 person�days were spent on the lexical analysis andlexicon construction.The following table shows examples of labels contained in the tagging lexiconused by our system: NumberLabel of words ExamplesCantons 97 GE, Genf, GenèveColours 36 blanche, foncé, métalliséeCar makes 134 Renault, Seat, VWCar garages 114 Amag, Croset, ROCReal Estates 137 Chapuis, Gérim, Rêve-ImmobProfessions 539 pompier, ingénieur, serveuseLanguages 47 Espagnol, Anglais, RoumainMonths 24 Janvier, Janv., JuinMotor bikes 48 Honda, Yamaha, CBRStreets Index 83 Rue, Av., RuelleCities 4230 Lausanne, Zürich, ChurKinds of vehicles 12 Scooter, Bus, camionKinds of buildings 57 Halle, Appartement, villaSalary expressions 10 salaire à discuter2.2 Regular ExpressionsThe second method used for directly tagging textual units was to apply de-scriptive patterns written with regular expressions, as for example dates, phonenumbers, prices, surfaces. In order to create the regular expressions a �rst ba-sic set was build for several a priori chosen slots of the forms to be �lled. Theresulting tagger was then run over a training corpus consisting of textual unitscorresponding to the chosen slots. New patterns were then gradually created andold ones improved by iterative testing on the reference corpus as long as therewere slots with error frequency greater than 1.The following table describes several di�erent patterns created with this pro-cedure:



Pattern ExamplesName M. DubouxSurface 200 m2 environKilometers 100 000 kmNumber rooms 3 1/2 piècesAge Agée de 35 ansWork Time 50% ou 75%Action Cherche à louerDate Janvier 20001.12.1999 Pattern ExamplesFree libre de suitelivrable: fevrier 2000Email pepito.grillo@cdi.comPrice Fr. 3'000.- à discuterloyer à négocierCharges Charges comprises+ 50.- chargesTo visit Pour visiter: 021 693 66 97To treat Rens: Régie Houx, 021 693 66 97Telephone Tél. (021) 312 73 99, le soir.2.3 Tagging Known EntitiesUsing the above described tagging lexicon and regular expressions, the systemthen scans the whole advertisement and tags all the identi�ed unambiguoustextual units with the corresponding label. The output of this process thereforeconsists in a partially tagged text with remaining untagged parts correspondingto either unknown ambiguous items. Figure 2 gives an example of the result ofthis �rst step on a vehicle advertisement.
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example of �gure 2). To further tag these pieces of text the following three stepswere applied:1. the untagged text is segmented using punctuation and (for employment ad-vertisements only) prepositions, so as to separate di�erent information piecesthat may be contained in the same text area8. A special treatment using alist of known abbreviations avoids segmenting punctuation used for abbre-viations.2. a word spotting score is computed for each segment on the basis of severaltrigger lexica (section 3.1).3. If the word spotting score is not high enough to allow a reliable decision,the segment is tagged according to contextual rules taking into account thenature (i.e. the tags) of its neighbour segments (section 3.2).3.1 Word SpottingTo compute the word spotting score for a segment, the system uses severaltrigger lexica. A trigger lexicon consists in a list of keywords that are typical fora certain type of information (e.g climatisation for vehicle options) and that helpto identify the proper label for all the text in that segment. The word spottingscore is therefore a measure of the likelihood for a segment to be relevant for acertain type of information [11].The words selected for the trigger lexica used by our system were extractedfrom the lexical study described in section 2. They have been extended by run-ning the system over a training corpus containing additional advertisements.Notice however, that trigger lexica di�er from the tagging lexicon in the sensethat they do not contain words that represent alone an identi�ed information en-tity. These words rather give an idea on the kind of information that is containedin the text area they appear in.The following table describes several di�erent trigger lexica used in our cur-rent system:8 These segments may be recombined afterwards (at the end of the process) if theyhappen to have the same �nal tag.



NumberTrigger lexicon of words ExamplesOptions (vehicles) 83 autolook, clim, alarmeModels (vehicles) 500 Mégane, Punto, IbizaDealers (vehicles) 3 garage, SA, AGPrice (vehicles, real estate) 13 prix, CHF, gratuitConstruction (real estate) 11 récent, rénover, refaitFeatures (real estate) 42 cheminée, balcon, parkingQuality (real estate) 11 spacieux, splendide, charmantSituation (real estate) 44 calme, gare, centreTo treat (real estate) 12 renseignements, SARL, venteTo visit (real estate) 3 visite, contact, adresserActivity (employment) 70 garder, ménage, nettoyageAge (employment) 3 ans, âge, adulteContact (employment) 6 o�re, contact, soumettreQuali�cations (employment) 40 diplômé, connaissances, programationRequirements (employment) 15 curriculum, permis, véhiculeSalary (employment) 3 argent, gagner, salaireCompany (employment) 15 institution, SA, S.A.R.L.Work place (employment) 50 pizzeria, hôtel, commerceAs each trigger lexicon is associated with a unique speci�c tag, the wordspotting score for each tag is computed as the number of words of the corre-sponding lexicon that appear in the segment. Finally, if there is a word spottingscore that exceeds the others of a given threshold, the segment is tagged withthe label associated with the corresponding trigger lexicon.3.2 Contextual TaggingIn case where word spotting techniques do not permit to identify the informationcontained in a segment9, a tag is allocated to the segment on the basis of the tagimmediately preceding (i.e. its left boundary). We call this technique contextualtagging as the allocated tag to a segment depends on its (left) context. Forexample, the contextual tag following the make of a vehicle is "model" as, invehicle advertisements, the car model very often follows the car make. Thisrelation between tag and context is based on an a prior analysis carried out ona large amount of advertisements. When no contextual rule can be applied, thesegment is tagged as "unde�ned".The �nal result of the tagging module is therefore a fully tagged text thatcan then be directly used to �ll the associated form. In the current system thestructure obtained by �lling the slots is further �ltered: unwanted punctuationis removed and slots without relevant information (i.e. less than one normal10character) are removed.9 i.e. all word spotting scores are under the threshold or there is more than one bestscore (ties).10 neither blank nor punctuation.



3.3 ExamplesThe following table contain several examples of tags obtained by word spottingand contextual tagging:Class vehicles real estate employmentTag options models features situation quali�cationsVocabulary size 291 266 2586 1169 522Examples pneus neufs A 160 Avantgarde meublé centre sérieux3 portes Astra Break 16V jardin 1er étage dynamiquetoit ouvrant 4x4 2 salles d'eau situation calme jeune �lle5 portes LX (241 HSE) place de parc 2e étage jeune hommeABS Grand Cherokee garage 3e étage d'expériencejantes alu cave vue imprenable avec expérienceradio CD balcon vue sur le lac jeunetoutes options cuisine agencée vueclimatisation calmeUnderlined words are words that appear in trigger lexica (and were used forword spotting).An example of the the �nal output of the taggingmodule for the same vehiclesadvertisement as in �gure 2 is given in �gure 3, as well as its corresponding �nal�lled frame.
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Fig. 3. Tagging entities with word spotting and context. The frame �lled after struc-turing is also shown on the right.4 Evaluation of the systemAn evaluation of the system described in this paper was done on the basis of acomparison with forms �lled by human annotators.The test corpus consisted of 77 advertisements (41 real estate, 30 employmentand 6 to vehicles; a proportion representative of both the whole corpus and week



ads production). Each of these advertisements was submitted 11 to several humanannotators who had to properly �ll the corresponding form.Before the evaluation of the system itself, the manually annotated formswere checked for coherence using a kappa measure [18, 3, 2]. On the basis of theconfusion matrices produced for the computation of the kappa scores, severalunreliable slots were thus identi�ed and were then either removed or clustered inorder to improve the agreement among the human annotators. The �nal averagekappa value obtained was 0.9, thus indicating a satisfying agreement for thereference12.The test set was then submitted to the system, and the results were comparedto the human references. The rules used to assign a comparison score to a slotwere the following:� If there is no agreement among the manual annotation, the slot is ignored(neutralization (NTR) case);� If no value, neither manually nor automatically, was assigned to the slot, itis ignored (non evaluation (NEV) case);� If both the system and the human annotators agree, the answer is consideredas correct (OK case);� In any other case the answer is considered as an error (ERR case).Notice that the evaluation of the slots was carried out manually and theOK/ERR assessments for the values assigned to the slot by the system and theannotators were therefore judged by humans. On a larger scale, the manualassessment would need to be replaced by automated rules relying for instanceon the number of common words in the values assigned.The global accuracy of the system is then measured on all cases where acoherent answer was provided by human annotators (i.e. on all OK and ERRcases) by the ratio OK/(OK + ERR).The test corpus of 77 advertisements contained 1415 di�erent slots13 amongwhich 556 where actually �lled by human annotators and 519 exhibited su�-cient agreement for the manual annotation. Among these 519 slots, the systemprovide a correct value in 381 cases, leading to a global accuracy of 73% correctextractions (70.5% for employment, 73% for real estate, 88% for vehicles).Further results, detailed by domains and by slots, are given in table 4.5 Conclusions and Future WorkThe goal of the work presented in this paper was to create a system able toautomatically classify and structure newspaper advertisements. As the classi�edadvertisements domain is quite di�erent from other studied information extrac-tion problems [12�14] speci�c techniques were implemented, which as shown in11 together with its corresponding form12 kappa measure varies between -1 (complete disagreement) and 1 (complete agree-ment). Values higher than 0.8 are usually considered as indicating good agreement.13 30 x 18 for Employment, 41 x 19 for real estate and 6 x 16 for vehicles.



Vehicle OK ERR NTR NEV Score (%)Action 2 0 0 4 100Kind of vehicle 0 1 2 3 0Vehicle make 4 0 1 1 100Vehicle model 4 1 0 1 80Motor bike 0 0 0 6 �Colour 3 0 0 3 100Year 5 0 0 1 100Expertized 2 0 0 4 100Kilometers 5 1 0 0 83Options 4 0 1 1 100Price 3 1 0 2 75Dealer 0 1 0 5 0Contact 0 0 0 6 �Telephone 6 0 0 0 100Fax 0 0 0 6 �E-mail 0 0 0 6 �Total 38 5 4 49 88.4Real Estate OK ERR NTR NEV ScoreAction 31 1 2 7 97Kind of building 28 6 4 3 82Number of rooms 16 3 1 21 84Surface 10 2 2 27 83Story 8 21 6 6 28Construction 1 3 2 35 25Features 17 7 2 15 71Region 24 14 2 1 63Quarter 0 4 1 36 0Street 2 5 1 33 29Price 22 0 0 19 100Charges 5 4 0 32 56Entry date 15 4 0 22 79Real estate 0 1 0 40 0To visit 0 1 0 40 0To treat 2 1 1 37 67Telephone 33 2 1 5 94Fax 0 0 0 41 �E-mail 0 0 0 41 �Total 214 79 25 461 73.0
Employment OK ERR NTR NEV ScoreAction 30 0 0 0 100Job 17 9 2 2 65Quali�cations 9 13 0 8 41Age 0 4 1 25 0Languages 1 1 0 28 50Entry date 16 2 0 12 89Work time 3 1 2 24 75Kind of Company 0 8 0 22 0Work place 9 8 1 12 53City 12 1 1 16 92Quarter 0 0 0 30 �Street 0 1 0 29 0Region 3 2 0 25 60Salary 0 1 1 28 0Contact 10 3 0 17 77Telephone 18 0 0 12 100Fax 1 0 0 29 100E-mail 0 0 0 30 �Total 129 54 8 349 70.5Table 1. Precise results of the evaluation of the system for each slot of the 3 formscorresponding respectively to real estate, employment and vehicle advertisements.section 4 achieve very promising results (73% correct extraction) when comparedwith human annotators.However, there is still room for improvements. In particular the presentedtagging methodology has one important limitation: when the text that remainsuntagged after the �rst segmentation14 contains information associated withdi�erent labels15, the word spotting technique does not correctly tag the text.Indeed when the untagged text contains keywords for two di�erent trigger lex-ica16, a decision about the contents of that information unit is not possible (same14 where the system uses tagging lexicon and regular expressions15 e.g. "situation calme et place de parc" (calm and garage) contains information aboutthe situation and the features of the building"16 e.g. keywords for "situation" and "parking place";



score for two trigger lexica means no decision about the kind of content) and thetext is then tagged as unde�ned.One way of solving this problem is to apply a progressive tagging, in whichsegmentation is not done on the sole basis of the tagging lexicon and patterns, butdelayed until the nature of the information inside the segment is unambiguouslyidenti�ed. The idea is to progressively calculate the word spotting scores for agrowing initial sequence of words in the untagged segment and to build a newsegment (with an associated tag) only when the di�erence between the scoresassigned by the di�erent trigger lexica decreases. Experiments over the wholecorpus of advertisements are being carried out, and future work will evaluatethe potential improvements brought by this technique.Another future research will focus on lowering the dependency on hand-written lexica and patterns. As shown in [10, 16, 17] di�erent techniques allowa system to automatically extract patterns and dictionaries form labelled andunlabelled texts, allowing a faster adaptation of a system when moved to a newdomain. Extending the approach to ontologies could also be considered [5, 4, 6].References1. D. Appelt et al. SRI international FASTUS system: MUC-6 results and analysis.In Proceedings of the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6. MorganKaufmann Publishers, 1995.2. J. Carletta. Assessing agreement on classi�cation traks: the kappa statistics. Com-putational linguistics, 2(22):249�254, 1996.3. J. Cohen. A coe�cient of agreement for nominal scales. Educational and Phycho-logical measurement, 20:37�46, 1960.4. D. W. Embley, D. M. Campbell, Y. S. Jiang, S. W. Liddle, Y.-K. Ng, D. Quass,and R. D. Smith. Conceptual-model-based data extraction from multiple-recordweb pages. Data and Knowledge Engineering, 31(3):227�251, 1999.5. D. W. Embley, D. M. Campbell, R. D. Smith, and S. W. Liddle. Ontology-basedextraction and structuring of information from data-rich unstructured documents.In G. Gardarin, J. C. French, N. Pissinou, K. Makki, and L. Bouganim, editors,Proc. of of the 1998 ACM CIKM Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Man-agemen (CIKM'98), pages 52�59, Bethesda (Maryland), November 1998. ACMPress.6. D. W. Embley, N. Fuhr, C.-P. Klas, and T. Rölleke. Ontology suitability foruncertain extraction of information from multi-records web documents. DatenbankRundbrief, 24:48�53, 1999.7. D. Fisher et al. Description of the UMASS system as used for MUC-6. In Proceed-ings of the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6), San Mateo, CA,1995. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers.8. R. Grishman. The NYU system for MUC-6 or where is the syntax? In Proceedingsof the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6), San Mateo, CA, 1995.Morgan Kaufmann Publishers.9. R. Grishman. Information extraction: Techniques and challenges. In ed.M. T. Pazienza, editor, International Summer School SCIE-97, Springer-Verlag,July 1997.
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